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Whisper Dawn(July)
 
random thoughts come into my mind. I write at the spur of the moment. I may
not always live through my thoughts, but they still come out! Sad isn't all that is
done, yet here it is, Voices from Inside.
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A Good Day!
 
A good day
One hour would do
To feel joy... to laugh for real
To look and see a love for me
Touch my eyes
Let them shine
To have someone really mine
Yet I know and believe
This is never for me
Ask me why?
Fate I could say... destiny mine
I will live with this
Forever my time...
No good day..... can ever be here to stay
 
Whisper Dawn
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A Moment
 
There was a Moment
When I looked in your eyes...
   with just one look I knew your Love.
There was a Moment
When standing by you I felt the beat of your heart...
  and knew it was for me.
There was a Moment
When one touch of your hand...
   showed me your feelings of a lifetime.
Now the moments are lost
The Look I see is distant
The Beat I feel is slow
The Touch you give is hard...
    The Love you had is gone........
 
Whisper Dawn
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Always
 
Always the hardest to do
Always the longest to say
Never spoke with happiness
Never said without sorrow
To let go more than any can want
The spoken words of Good Bye
more than any can handle
 
Whisper Dawn
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Always Me
 
Sit here
The time keeps moving
Waiting almost breaks my mind
What am I doing
It keeps rewinding
I take a step and then let go
But when I look
It all turns back
Why I put myself through this
Every time I know
When I stop to see
I see only me
Not lost
Yet going around
Looking for something
That just can’t be found
When do I realize that
It has been here
This whole time
Sit here
Only trying to see
Everything all around me
Then I have to hold on
Keep going strong
For when I do
Look and see
It has always been within me.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Anger
 
Anger seems to be all I know
This haze over my eyes red as can be
You set this off
Yet act like it was all me
Screaming and yelling
This I want to let loose
Just to show you
All this rage
It makes me feel like I'm in a cage
Holding down this raw emotion
Only want to get rid of this anger and pent up commotion.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Apart
 
Midnight worries, sleepless thoughts
Now that I have you
What do I do.
As much as I want to
As much as I care
I just can’t let my soul bare.
To much past pain
To much loss heart
Now that you love me
I feel torn apart.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Ask You This! !
 
Okay let me ask you this….
And you can tell me why
When I felt as open as the sky
All I really heard were lies
Too much time has past
So many lies flew fast
Believing then
And trusting you now
Just don’t mix for two
Who are lost even now
One moment was there
Yes, I used to care
Shoved and pushed
Grabbed and torn
Nothing left but
Resentment born
When did you see
How this can be
These are the words spoken
From a world broken
No longer do we move
In this life’s same groove
So simple of thought
Was what I had bought
Not anymore
Can  your so called love burn
My heart is now mine
Forever free from your time!
 
Whisper Dawn
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Beauty
 
Beauty when I look at you
Love with your eyes
The smile that I see
I know that it is from me
The morning that I saw you
right there is when I knew
you had my love without knowing
My heart to you always and true.
My daughter....My heart
My child...My love
I know you were a gift from above
 
Whisper Dawn
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Blind
 
Blind and I see
Lost and here I am
Time moves slowly
Don’t really want to let go
Laughter to tears
Is there really any fears
Breathe there it is
My mind is now his....
 
Whisper Dawn
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Blind To See
 
cold un-touched
life not meaning much
trying to breathe
my soul screams
blind to see
Why always me?
Who can I tell?
Who can I let really see?
tired & scared
Yes, this is me here...
My mind with no bound
this life on the ground
all say that you care
Yet when I look- no one is there
I am wrapped all about
my world torn apart
Now I look up and see
Alone now-
Just Me
 
Whisper Dawn
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Breathe
 
When you know love is ended
you feel a soul unmended
A hole inside deeper
than expected
All you want to do is fix it
But some things are broke
and meant to be that way
Life is full of surprises
each and everyday
One life, that now becomes two
makes you wonder
Why it happened to you
At the moment you feel loves burn,
the fire still lingers
and your heart my still yearn
Nothing comes easy,
ending even harder.
But letting go is a start
for things to come better.
Just know that as big as the ache
the soul stays strong and will not break
Another time, More love to come
Take a breath,
breathe right in
and when love comes let it in.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Bring On The Rain
 
Feel my heart thunder
Watch my soul wonder
test me I say
feel the breeze come my way
My eyes may cloud over
This storm is just beginning
Bring On the Rain.......
but know this
I will not except any pain
I will weather this thru
Life moved between us
the wind coming about
I see thru it all
and know I will not Fall
Let  the Sky Seek
Let YOUR heart speak
Now its your time
What else can I say
Give it all.....
The storm will pass by
right before your eyes
Smile cause I see
No more lies will you speak
No more Love will be lost
Let the storm come in
For the night will be all
the truth will show light
So I'll say it again...
Bring On the Rain!
 
Whisper Dawn
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Caught
 
Moving away
through the last
took awhile
to get this way
thought no more
was to mind
then it comes
faster than all time
Let it go
move it past
BUT..........
guess it happens
and it all couldn't last
caught right up
before I knew
now its here
no moving away
to let this go
blind again
to only see
the past always
catches up to ME.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Clearly
 
That voice does not
match those eyes
clearly nothing but showing me lies
Trust no longer a consideration
wonder how long you thought
you would have my admiration
your words say such nice things
but one look to your eyes
say more than your thinking
Deceit comes in many forms
the way you look is just proof you are one
The sweetest smiles are the ones
given with lies straight from your eyes.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Commotion! !
 
Crashing down
hold my sight
what can I do
But Scream tonight
One by One
it all passes through
Grabbing hold tight
I move and struggle
Hope almost lost
Then I look
everything has a cost
Once I knew before it was caught
things will happen
without a thought
then I know
and I see
Life is never a set Emotion
Its Built up
with so much Commotion! ! !
 
Whisper Dawn
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Confusion
 
Life is what it is
people say things
that should not be said
confusion spins you around
always seems to end up on the ground
who says getting up and moving on
is what we should do
cause this feels worse than just having the blues
smile as much as you can
and pretend the best lies
are the ones given with the look
of true eyes
Knowing when to look
and knowing what you really see
is just about all anyone
can ever hope it will end up to be.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Dark Whispers
 
The night talks again
Dark whispers of my name
See nothing... yet it all seems clear
My heart gives up
My mind so near
My life touched with despair
So weak now here
I want to disappear
Go with the night
Yes take me away
Close my eyes
I don’t want to stay
The dark whispers I hear
These seem more real
Giving in.... for that is what I feel....
 
Whisper Dawn
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Endlessly
 
When you know… that even the hottest love
Can run cold… when you feel… the never ending real
When you see… that the light can turn so fast to night
When it all comes down… to that moment when your slammed to the ground…
Now to look up…. Only if it was that easy
To scream with no sound… 
To see without looking...
To speak when no words are needed…
And finally to look in deep and know that it all is within reach…
The sadness may be here.... this dark may ride high…
Even the ache in the heart… is still a start…
To see that life always continues endlessly…
The time for need… is what you really want to see…
Then it can be clear… even the real…
Is only what your mind lets you feel…
 
Whisper Dawn
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Enough
 
Once was enough
No more time
Never again will your heart
Be mine
Not because I want it
Not because I love you
Only for the reason
I just don’t need you
Love we may have once shared
Our hearts anew
But not anymore
Cause now I don’t need you
Broken promises, loss dreams
All your lies just make me want to scream
You may say sorry
You may even mean it
But with my broken heart
I just don’t believe it! ! !
 
Whisper Dawn
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Fall Between
 
Hear the silence
fall between
listen to the noise
no-one sees
Speak of words
now lost in this sound
what did I expect
why should I have been surprised
You show no emotion
no love of any kind
Close my eyes hope to see
maybe some where there is love for me
Need I look at another
for what you should be able to give
Listen as I may
I still can't live, not this way
you put me thru
For my heart deserves more
than what you show
more than what your heart is willing to let go.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Finally!
 
Say the words
You feel
For just thinking them
They will never become real
Feel the sun kissing your skin
Know the clouds will blow away
No longer a cover you will need
Just open up and receive
Move right along with
The warm breeze
Laugh at yourself
And understand
To live like this
Is just so close at hand
Love what you know and feel
Never doubt
Or think its unreal
For once that moment hits
And you are able to let it all in
Then all this confusion with surely quit
Take it as it comes
For its Love that always comes out
Number one and it shall be
Your heart that finally has WON!
 
Whisper Dawn
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For Now! ! !
 
'I want you forever”
“No, want me for now”
Love always ends
Lets us begin
Don’t seek my heart
Go with this spark
Don’t entrust your love
Let it go in the dark
Smile for me
Like this I can see
To touch you
and feel
Your heat for me
Do not give your heart
Don’t tell me lies
Let what we have
Be before our eyes
I don’t want a surprise
Look at me
What do you see
Tell me this
And just want ME.
 
Whisper Dawn
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For You
 
I look at you I see
my future of me
to hear your laughter...
to see your smile...
I know there is life
things are good.
My life is for you
love like nothing else
The smiles that I see
The look of your love without question
My heart is for you
the hugs I recieve
   To you my Child.....
   your all I need.
 
Whisper Dawn
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From Above
 
Calm when I sense you
warmth in the wind
the feeling of light
shining from within
Never a doubt
I know you are there
A love without question
A place in your heart
I look to the sky
I know that you see
always at my side
never to fear, never to worry
A presence I feel
A sense you are there
For now I know
you will always be here with me
 
Whisper Dawn
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Frustration
 
Crying
Screaming
Even shouting about
Only to realize
That all this is
Being kept inside
How can one feel this way
And still move through out the days
Anger
Madness
Seems so close
Tell me now
To let go!
Words spinning
In my head
Up and down
I can’t seem to find
A way around
hold it in
squeeze it tight
yell and know
its only me hearing
this tonight
shut in from all sight
scream
yell
let it out
builds right up
to the top
no more
holding on
clutching to
yes this is
Frustration
Without a doubt! ! !
 
Whisper Dawn
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Go This Far
 
I wake up everyday
I wonder who I am
Time and time again
Our love becomes the end
Sitting here I think
Am I really this weak
Letting you get hold
Of more then just my heart
My mind can take so much
Its feels like its going to break
How did I let go? Why did I give in?
I look to you and see …
Nothing there for me…
We used to hold it all
Love without this shake
Scary now it seems
For no longer are you here for me
Lonely as the days go by
Fearful as I see you slip right by
Can’t catch hold
because its not What you want
or no longer care To be.
I’m here alone with you here by my side
I only wish I knew how I let it all
Go this far
Without me even to realize
Together we are lost
No longer do we see
The Way it all used to be.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Gold
 
Heart of gold...
So I’m told...
Smile in my life
This also taken in strife
A moment so soon
Soul is like the moon
Beauty to see
Yet only for me
Close my eyes
I want to let go of all lies
Set if all free
And finally....finally let myself breathe! ! !
 
Whisper Dawn
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Good-Bye
 
one by one the lights go out
still you see everything all around
eyes not open, but heart split wide
this is how it is to see without your eyes.
Heart felt wrong when its done
how do you say good bye?
love does not stop
it lives on  moves your eyes straight to your heart
this is how it feels knowing love will never die.
how do you let go
knowing you can never see their smile,
to hear their voice.....
letting them leave....you were never given a choice
just like that a moment is taken
your heart just stops knowing....
how do you say good bye?
never to hold them ever again
only when you close your eyes
will the image hold up
pain afloat, can not think
broke in two
knowing they have left you
gone above, with all your love
hurts more to look around
feel only these memories that can be found
the memory holds dear, close to your heart
wanting it to be real.
and now they tell you its time to let go
hurts so much within
a child so precious.......
How do you say good bye?
 
Whisper Dawn
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Hold
 
Light and illusion
Mixture of the two
My mind to confusion
Sometimes this shows thru
One moment of time
mere second to hold
Tell me just once
Let me get near
Feel my heat and do not fear
Sorry this is me
My love can be bold
Yet here you are
Close to my heart
Whisper the words
What my soul wants to shout!
 
Whisper Dawn
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Hold Up High
 
For once was mine
I know was just gone
with pride
Not able to leave it be
only know that never
can I have you see
Hold Up High
can only look to you with a sigh
if my silence could shout
or even whipser your name
would it change for us
or will it just be the same
I can't go back
I won't let myself go
you are lost to me
For Once Was mine.....
is not for me in this time.
 
Whisper Dawn
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How
 
Look and see
What you do to me
Highs and lows
All I want to do is let go
Say you care, you say that you do
But what I get is I am nothing to you
How do you do it?
Move with no care
Make me smile, give me one look
Three words and their you have me all shook
How can you do it?
How can you live?
When here I am just ready to give………
 
Whisper Dawn
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I Do
 
Two words that were suppose
to mean forever ' I Do'
Now all is broken in two
your deception was more than I could take
My love I could no longer fake
Your actions always spoke
louder than any words could
Went thru my heart more than it should
I believed you loved me with all you had
Now I see my loving you was sad
As much as it hurts, as much as I still may care
It will never be the same here
My love for you is now lost
given up with such cost
My heart I gave to you is broken....
But one thing I can say is my soul will never be your token.
 
Whisper Dawn
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I Thought......
 
Ever wonder how things
Can be over in just one blink of an eye!
One minute your love can be all you want
Than there it is….he tells you leave him alone
He no longer needs your help
Or maybe needs you alone.
Get my heart strong
This I know….
But yet there is always the between
When you look and wish for
That touch and look
He used to bring
Now it’s done
This I know….
I tried to step up and be the one
To be there for him the one with no judgment
But then yes he says no longer am I needed
No longer does he care…..
Well damn
What the F@*#
Have I been doing here! !
 
Whisper Dawn
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I Tried....
 
Laughter to tears
This is what
I always feared
Love gone wrong
Words became so strong
My heart can no longer
Keep hanging on.
I tried what I could
My love just wasn’t that good
I know in my mind this is a lie
It was not me who couldn’t hold on
But you and your heart
That closed this door
And threw everything to the floor
Now I see and now I will
Pick my heart up
No longer will I hold the door
For the love we had
Is no longer anymore!
 
Whisper Dawn
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I Wonder
 
I ask but yet I know
I wonder yet I understand
knowing does not make it easier
Our love I thought was everything
the loss I feel is cold
hard to move inside me
knowing nothing said or done touches you
You say you love me now
But the look I see... I wonder how
Love without meaning got my heart
and let it go, tossed up and down
Confusion now is all I know
Now its time to let us go
 
Whisper Dawn
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Inside
 
Look out with my eyes
feeling the wind blowing thru me inside
Warmth of the sun on my skin
feels like ice from within
Hoping all this will past
soon I hope and it will be the last
The waiting takes the most time
with each minute that goes by
my heart aches deeper inside
Some say take it slow, give it time
I just wish I could close my eyes.
Wake up to a new life start
Yes, I know our love is gone
But its me who's left
with the memories of our heart!
 
Whisper Dawn
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Inside Of The Night
 
Smile to see
I can't find it within me
I talk with no sound
No more light seems to be found
Hope and I pray
that some things will go away
This time is hard
Everything goes so long
One moment to move
always something to prove
I know I should breathe
let everything just be
But when I close my eyes
it all flashes by
Can't catch it all
so close to a fall
Look up to the night
wishing for the light
Then to realize
its just me
inside of this night.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Is This Me!
 
Is this me?
What do you really see
moving through this life
Wonder why I scream inside
Look around to what I see
Then no more questions
Will move past me
My sky grows dark
my ground breaks up
I am spinning around
Slammed to the ground
Now tell me this
What do you see
Am I the person
You thought I would be
Never have I lied
Nor have I ever tried
You just wanted to believe
What you saw was all
I could be
Without even realizing
That deep down
You never really knew me
I was just what you wanted to see
 
Whisper Dawn
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It Stayed
 
Time to smile
For all will be new
Moving on
For you
Look and know
Hearts will continue
To show
To let this go
Is not hurt,
Not even close
The time was done
The pace moved fast
You knew it then
It would never last
Look inside, look in deep
What it was
Was not for keeps
Smile inside
Because you feel
Life moves on
For every thrill.
Love is there
Just don’t look away
For then you’ll see
It never swayed
Right beside you
Has it always stayed!
 
Whisper Dawn
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Just Me
 
Time and time
I see only
just me
picture of me
just here
with nothing to hold
but sometimes fear
not of danger that
you think
just of life
and being on the brink
craziness may be of mind
but I look around
and feel it all the time
Slipping In and Out
Catch my breath
before I am
running about
Look into my
mind
tell me how I can free it of
all thoughts of this crazy times
 
Whisper Dawn
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Just Us
 
Walking under the sky
wishing you will always be by my side
I look up and see all the clouds
sun shining down touching my hand
wondering what should I say...
I look to you and I know
that no matter what, you will stay
I sit in the wind
feelin it flowing over my skin
looking up to the sky
without any words I know
you are mine -
just by that one look in your eyes
Hearts are given and taken all the time
But with you by my side
I know the sun will always shine.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Key
 
I sit alone with this key
Everything is blocked from me
Close my eyes then to see
All alone… it screams around me
When did things get this way
When did I let it all sway
My mind says this
My heart says that
Times like this I can’t look back
To look up and face the lies
Takes more strength then meets the eye
I let you in, you turned me out
Shook my heart all about
To scream and let the world know
Is more then I can ever let show
You shoved me here and grabbed me there
Now here I stand with my soul bare…..
Tell me this and tell the truth
Was I ever a love for you
I sit here all alone
With my key for this room….
Locked and sealed is what I am
No longer can I really move
This sadly.... is what love can do……
 
Whisper Dawn
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Knowing
 
Stinging of the rain
falling down on my skin
this is how it feels within
Knowing its over, knowing its gone
all I want is to feel the sun.
Open up wide
let the rain flow, feel the wind blow
just want to let myself go
Ride with the time
Feel the rain and wind blow
this is how I need to cleanse my soul
and let my love go.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Learn It Now
 
My thoughts cross over to you... once it seemed alone & blue,
the night seemed always true,
my heart passing right thru...
to think the thoughts of hurting of two...
Then I realized it can no longer be you..
it's to yourself you have to be honest & true....
at times like this clouds come in,
the soul is low,
faith than shimmers,  the light is slow,
the smiles you give refuse to show...
Now its the time to let it all go,
move on by,
keep the pace,
learn its space,
For once you know its all up to you,
continue on for there's more to your song...
the time to move on has been here all along...
Push on thru,
the clouds will pass...
the sun will come,
the light will show,
thoughts of you will move on fast....
shadows like this never really last,
learn it now,
know its the truth,
Love is the song we all sing too.......
 
Whisper Dawn
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Least Aware....
 
Lost but yet I am here
Scared but nothing’s there
Cold inside
Wonder why the times
Seem to search for me
How do you tell
When even you can’t find the words
Let alone
I need to know
Why the things that pass
Always happen so very fast
Slow is what I need
Though not really a necessity
Just enough time
To look at it all
And see why the feeling
I have seems to take it all
Not lost nor even scared
Just that life sometimes
Hits just when your least aware.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Lessons
 
Words of anger
Words of spite
This right now is all my sight
Not much more to hang on for
Just let it linger without a fight
Yes I know and even harder to think
Yet there it went faster then a blink
Go ahead tell me all
Tell me all this will pass
And nothing will fall
Tell me the lies
Before my eyes
Try to make me think there was more to do
I tried it all, patience, hope and loving
Then you know
There it went and there was nothing I could do
Life moves on, time flies by, lessons learned
I AM TOLD
But this one time I can not see
What was there for me to learn and see
Anger…spite…vengeance…though not quite hate…. Yet!
Things happen for a reason….
I am so tired to hear this
So show me please
What was I to learn
Cause all it seems was that I got burned! !
 
Whisper Dawn
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Let It Shine!
 
Time is now
To let it shine
Feel the breath
Of the beat
Heart got caught
Before you could speak
Closed  my eyes to the time
Not of truth was there any hope for me and you
Gone before it was even started
Moments like this I wonder
Why, I let you in
For I knew it was but a breath inside
nothing there to ever take
Grab hold let it be what it was right then
A beat of two
who no longer knew where their hearts were at
the memory only left behind
close my eyes
the touch will linger for a moment still
let it shine
for now I know you could never have been mine.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Life Unbended
 
White
Blind
No where to see
Just look inside
Eyes might be open
But no sight there
To be spoken
Better to see
Within the dark
All around me
Moving
Touching
No longer words
Can be spoken
Give in to the light
Hope it really makes it bright
Life
Love
Pain
Happiness
Words all spoken and heard before
Connected in one way or another
How many poems or written
     sonnets have there been
That consist of it all together
When do we know that
 one without the other
Is always around the corner
We live and learn
Move with life
Times do come
When things go wrong
Wrong to some
May be to others
The way life is
So why do they bother
Yes its hard and tough
And the need to be strong
Is all needed
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Yet sometimes
Maybe once
We can live
Our lives with things unbended.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Listen!
 
So I said and I believed
The damage of the heart
Could no longer touch me
Closed my eyes
Let myself breathe
Just one moment.. just letting go
I thought I had it under control
With that touch... even just that look
The way it was
Yeah kind of got my heart shook
What was fun... now is done
Still I shall look.... just not like that
For it was this lesson
That showed me again
My heart can open and still really listen....
 
Whisper Dawn
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Locked
 
Crushed and Hurt
Chose not to stay
Chose to let go.....
Getting this pain out....
the only way I know.
Want to be free
want to move on.....
Grabbed my heart.....
Locked my soul.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Look To The Sky
 
Thru the sky I see
Thru the wind I feel
Thru our love I lived......
In these last days I know Life will go on.
I will be Free.....
The pain will let go...
Look to the Sky.....
This I know - My Heart will heal...
My Soul will let go.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Look Up To The Moon
 
Feel the night Closing in
Touch my skin
Close my eyes
Know that this darkness
Mirrors me from the inside
Look up to the moon
Wanting to hold tight
Life is spinning so much
Out of control
What do I know..
Nothing here seems
Strong enough to catch hold
This air of the night
Is all around
No way for me to let go now
I scream in my silence
To worried for it to be out loud
Whispers come about
Is that me thinking out loud
Do I keep looking with eyes shut tight
Let my soul go with what I hope is right
The moon shines down
With so little of light
You can almost wonder
If ever, anything will be alright.
Talk in the dark with no one to hear
Is this what my fears come too
I feel the night closer each time
No longer soft as the breeze
as it used to be….
Look up to the moon
And only can hope
One night soon
It may be only up to you
Then maybe with strength
You never knew
The time will come
When you will know
Along with the night
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Comes the moon
That on its own
Can shine bright
and yes sometimes
things can be alright.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Lost
 
Laying here lost
wondering where I am
I just seem not to be able
to fight this feeling of anguish
day by day it seems more set
losing all thought of living like this
Almost feels like I'm
always walking the night
Seeing the Sky but not knowing what to be
How can such feelings become of me?
I breath Deep to try to let go
it just all seems to be so slow
I look ahead and wonder if this feeling
of being lost will have much  cost.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Love, My Son
 
Close my eyes
Then I can see
The love you were
And used to be
Smile crosses my mind
And hits my heart
I only wish
It can stop this shiver
Close to losing
Close to a break
Someone tell me now
Things can be ok
I don’t want to open
My eyes just yet…..
This what I see makes
Me want things how they used to be
Once I thought I knew
Now when I look at you
Everything in my life steps
Through….I don’t want to lose you.
My Son.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Madness
 
Fire burnt to light
Madness thru out this night
telling not to hate
bring it all to date
Once it was done
it was pushed right on
Think to only know
Can't let this go
Red before my eyes
No longer able to cry
Forgiving can't be shown
Not until all of it is known.......
 
Whisper Dawn
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Many Words! !
 
Look into my heart
The key is gone
What else can I do
When it comes to you
Many hurts
Many words
Love lost in the dark
It was all thrown around
I have to let go
To understand
That within
I can be stronger
Then you thought I am
Mistook me for someone
Who would always be there
Now look in my eyes
For its my turn to
Tell the lies! ! !
 
Whisper Dawn
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Maybe
 
Woken up by the sound of silence
Heart broken without words spoken
Lying here mind spinning, so many ways its going
I know its time to go
Lift the burden from my soul
Time taken away why
All you want to do is lie
I loved you once, maybe still
but time has to go on
nothing stands still
Love hurts without a touch
Time may heal with much
Until than and when I know
The Silence is what I wake up too
 
Whisper Dawn
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Me Tonight
 
Looking to the Sky...
my eyes shut tight
Feel the wind flowing down my skin..
shiver of light grabbing hold tight...
How can I go on without you tonight
I know what I said
I may know what's right
Still here I am
 holding you close to my mind
Hear the sound of everything now
Know its just me
trying to be free....
Sing the song of the wind
blowing soft and slow
this I will know...
 as much as I want too
 as much as I care
you to me will always be slight....
Showing is one thing
feelings can never be light...
closing my eyes
this is it...
I will only let it be me tonight......
 
Whisper Dawn
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Me Too......
 
I sit hear and feel the emptiness
That I can’t let show
The need to be strong
And be the one to hold
Together without losing
My control.
Yet I wonder to myself
Can I do this without
Scarring my heart
Tearing my mind
So easy to let go
Let it all fall
Let my heart show
That yes, I am worried too
My emptiness needs someone
Strong for me too
But then I see and I know
that if I was to be the one
to give in and let
all my concerns bare
The other will truly give up
And no longer care to be here
How can I lose someone like that
It will break my heart
Build my anger and
Yes my control will really fall apart
This is the time that it Must be me
To show the strength between
Us two………yet
I sit hear scared and mad
Unable to let it show.
Maybe soon there will be
My time for you to see
That its not only just you
But also Me too….
 
Whisper Dawn
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Mixed Up
 
This touch I see
more than I feel
How mixed up this makes me seem
I look to you for just a sign
for a glint of love within your eyes
I lay here through the night
by your side
I feel the heat
that used to be
Bring it back
don't want it to leave
let the touch I feel be more than what I see....
 
Whisper Dawn
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Morning
 
My morning is here
the day has now begun
this smile I have
is forever going
my darkness is lifted
the night pushed away
I see so much of life now days
I gave myself a start
never to let up-always move on
I love you like always
just not to your point
I stopped that right at the moment
before I would break
Life is what it is
and always what you make it
Always start with the Morning
turn away from the night
during the day everything will always look bright!
 
Whisper Dawn
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My Circle
 
I sit here in my shadow
wondering what will follow
times like this
I see all around me
that things are always moving
I gave you my word
and I only wanted to be heard
You lost the courage to me
left only the moment for worry
I let you go.....for my Soul
For to continue on sitting in my Shadow
was never my idea
of what my life would Follow.
 
Whisper Dawn
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My Days
 
Sad is all my days seem
What am I to do when it really is only me
Hanging on to what I can
Knowing nothing else can lift the emptiness
I hear all the time that things will be fine
But the way my days go
I don’t see it anytime
Just that its all slow
One person can tear so much and not care
Without any touch
I was the one who left myself without much
You were the one to hold my heart bare
This will have to end and stop now
I know now I have to move on
I have to let go
But one question…..Why did you hurt me so?
 
Whisper Dawn
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My Gift
 
Spring it near
Stopped my heart
Just the first sight
Then you were there
A gift so special
Nothing can compare
My heart is all yours
From the moment
Of your breath
From the sound of your voice
To look of your eyes
My heart is yours
What else can it be
But a gift from above
My heart to my love
My grandson  your there
Right from the start
Oh Yes you had my heart! ! !
 
Whisper Dawn
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My Heart
 
One smile was all I needed
One look was all that mattered
To touch you was divine
To have you love me made my life
Once I felt that was all I needed
One love to keep me going....
Now there are no more smiles
No more looks to still my heart
The last touch I was given
was the one to break my heart
Some say love is a lifetime
Now I see and know
Love can be over
You just have know when its time to let go
 
Whisper Dawn
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My Love
 
One minute you are my child
smile of my heart
care free as the wind
Now my love,
You are the one
to bring me smiles without end
The gift you are giving me
The life none can compare
My heart is full with so much love and care
love to you my child from deep within my heart
for now you will know
the endless love given to one
that I have known thru you
by being your mother.
The life that you have is a gift
from above.
My child, My daughter
for now you will be a mother with
the same kind of love.
 
Whisper Dawn
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My Luck!
 
Scream! !
Listen to me
  shouting without sound
Look at me
  anger without expression
Kept inside
Held up tight
When do I get pushed
  to the point of no return
Do I take it as it comes
Move on light
  tell myself that life is like this
Yet I turn around and around
  and there are people
  who never end up on the ground
Show me the way
that everyone else seems to play
Cause they seem to do okay
Just one break
just once luck needs to come my way
Hang on, roll with the waves of life
What I wasn't told
 was that these waves can take you under
 makes you want to just surrender
How do I keep on moving
with so much being slammed
  through my door
When is it my turn to feel free
To take that breath and Open my door
to look out and say Yes, My life is here
My life will be smooth.......
Who am I kidding
My Luck just slammed that door too! ! !
 
Whisper Dawn
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My Secret
 
Tears before my eyes
Though to see them
You would have to
Look inside
How can I tell you it all
when I look at you
things around me just fall
I love you with more than my heart
More then even my soul
This it seems you should already know
You close me off
Shut me out
You do not hear
Even if I were to shout
Complex for me is what I see and feel
Only to be you nothing comes clear
Love does not come easy for us two
Even more difficult cause
I really don’t know
If I have your love still
My heart sits here at an edge
Just wondering when you will
Grab me back
Or push me over
My secret for you
Is that my love is my cover
 
Whisper Dawn
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My Soul
 
Walk thru the Night
feel it closing in.
Look with my soul
searching for the Light
Need to find a way out
Need to let go
know once its gone...
the sun will shine thru.
My heart will be light
My time will go on
My love will let go
My Heart without Darkness
    My Soul full of light.
 
Whisper Dawn
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My Star!
 
Twinkle, twinkle
My star was born
So bright that night
Just one look and I was took
You got my heart
Smiles from every beat
Just for you my sweet,
Love so much beyond
What I knew I could seek
I love you without question
My heart to you without hesitation!
Swelled with so much pride
Climbed right in took me by such surprise
To look each day and know
That you are mine to love
Given as such a gift
I can hardly speak
I love you this much
My grandson, my heart….
Smiles I have 
Always will be
From me to you….hold you so tight
Love is so bright….you have become my light...
this is what I call love at first sight! ! !
 
Whisper Dawn
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My Test
 
What  more can I do
Is their anymore to say
My heart’s split in two
Not knowing which way to take
I look and only cry
I hold so much inside
Losing this battle
Which way do I turn
How do I move now
Who can be here
Feel all around me
The cold seeps right in
Despair will soon follow
I know I must hold on
Keep hoping
For the best
My life at the moment
Seems more like a test.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Never
 
This I know...
life of dispute only brings the worst out
hard words to come by and bring it back again-
I'm sorry is never easy to say
without the pride stepping in
Forgiveness cannot be taken
nor can it ever be giving out
As much as we want to shout
Never will it be the same unless someone
steps up to try to make it right
Hurt and regret
mix and tangle tight
Nobody said it was easy to keep the family up
One broken ring in the chain
Tears it all apart
Nothing more to say or do
but let it all ride out
Step aside and watch
hoping no one else gets hurt
What more can I say
But I wish things stayed the same…
 
Whisper Dawn
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Never Any Fears
 
Warm is the breeze
that touches my heart
Love so sweet
its running all through me
I smile to know
this is our life
Love so complete
We will never know defeat
Stronger through the years
never any fears
For now we know and see
Our love was always meant to be.....
 
Whisper Dawn
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Never Let Go!
 
I hope through all my days
To keep your smile from
Going away
Look and know my love
Everything is given
From above
Faith cannot let go
No need to look
You just know
Wait with open arms
Holding away from harm
Love for you is complete
Never doubt or feel defeat
Patience I shall say
Never will it sway
This time we have is now
Life may go so slow
But this you should always know
my heart for you will always show
My love for you will never let go.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Night
 
The night was all it took
for me to open up
too look into your eyes
and see what was in your heart
Once I knew forever
Once I had no doubt
Now when I see.....
the feelings just come out
Some loves just don't last
Some hearts just break down
Togetherness we once were
is the past we are now.
 
Whisper Dawn
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No More
 
The Silence is louder than any spoken words
Screaming without a sound
two people once in love....
Now what was strong
is barely hanging on.
No more sorrys or forgiviness
just the feeling of it being all wrong.
Once two pieces that fit together
now broken and split apart
Never able to turn back
Mourn the loss of two broken hearts
 
Whisper Dawn
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Now I Know
 
Time and time it goes
The love we had now old……
Not so much as in years
just too much in tears…..
love gone wild and free
this is what we used to be…….
Love and time combined
…it was sublime……
now I look … I know and see
What you were to me…..
Smiles like no other
Love was but a wonder…..
Years for now it seemed
Time lingered there between you and me…..
Fading as we go…this for us Now I know….
I loved you like no other…..my space for you was here
I let you seep inside ….freeing me of fears…..
I looked to you and was seen…
My heart wide open and free…..
And Now I know….
Our love we had is getting old….
Time can no longer be…..
Just for you and me……
My heart was gone and sold….
This was me and you….
A love so very bold….
 
Whisper Dawn
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One Kiss
 
To hear the words
to give your heart
    Just one kiss
To believe your thoughts.
To believe those words
let yourself go
let the love in.
One night you open your eyes
than you realize....
that the look, the words, the kiss
was nothing but lies.
 
Whisper Dawn
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One Time....
 
One Day....One Time
Soon as I can Love You......
Soon as I can Feel the same.....
it will be better.
Love and Let go....
My Heart is so full...both Love and Anguish.....
both at One Time.
Open my Eyes...
Open my Heart....
One Day....... And.......One Time.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Only Just Me
 
Times I scream
Though its only silently
Moments of tears
only for me to feel
I look to the sky
asking why
This time for me
Seems so hard to deal
Fate never takes a break
I feel so lost
Feeling torn apart
I only want to take some hold
Before everything forces me to let go
Twirled all about
I want to scream out loud
Need someone to hold tight
Tell me things can be alright
Who do I look and see?
For when I look in the mirror
There is only just me…..
 
Whisper Dawn
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Opened My Eyes
 
Should I wonder why
Maybe I should have always opened my eyes
Truth was there for me too see
I guess deep down I didn't want to believe
But too much talk, two much people seen
No more denying
what has been done
You are who you are
Something I could never be
Maybe this was your way to set yourself free
Why the lies and the deciet
I don't understand
Makes me mad that
you used me to cover your lies
to cover your truth.....
Now I know I can get over you.
 
Whisper Dawn
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'Over'
 
Death of two
Incomplete
Vain I see
Over me
Reconcile to never be
Cry no more
End for sure…..
 
This is it for you and me……
No longer can we see beyond
Our love is forever gone!
 
Whisper Dawn
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Pride
 
Try as I might
things just don't seem right
trying to let go, it's just so slow
this hurting inside
it has to subside
I want to just hide,
but I have too much pride
this hole in my chest
does not give me any rest
Wake up from the night
only to realize
there really is no light
I know when it's over
I know it's the end
But to my heart
it seems not to bend
everything I thought
everything I knew
gone with a blink
with no time to think
yes I know it's time to say good bye
and let my heart know our love was a lie.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Reflection
 
I tell you this, I’ll tell you now
You are my love
But not fully my heart
Sad this is, oh yes I know
But you just can not control
The weakness of the soul
I once always thought
Through everything we were
You would always be here
To listen to me and let me be
A love without question
Heart without hesitation
Yes it was given, and yes you took it
Touched me deep and hurt me hard
Tell me this now… is this not you
But a simple complication….
I gave you my love
You took my heart
But once those words were spoken
Everything was torn right apart
Yes you are my love
But without my heart
It’s just a reflection of my soul
Going toward another direction.
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Sane? ? ? ?
 
INSANITY SITS HERE BESIDE MY LIFE
WAITING ITS CHANCE TO GRAB ON TIGHT
DO I GIVE IN AND LET IT ALL GO
OR HANG ON WISHING
I CAN SLIP ON BY
NEXT TO INSANITY
SITS LOW AND BEHOLD
DEPRESSION LAUGHING
WANTING ITS TURN
EVERY WHICH WAY
EVERY WHICH BREATH
I FEEL IT CLOSING IN
NOW IS THE TIME I
NEED TO HOLD STRONG
YES MY MIND TELLS ME THIS
ALL ALONG
BUT WHEN I LOOK AROUND
AND SEE IT ALL COMING
GEES I WISH
I COULD LET GO
MAYBE MY MIND
ONCE LETTING IT IN
INSANITY AND DEPRESSION
WHO KNOWS..... IT COULD BE BLISS
OR WATCH OUT BELOW! ! !
 
Whisper Dawn
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Shadows
 
Shadows fall all around
feel the air coming right thru the ground
I sit back and wait
wondering when it will all break
From the start I thought this love was true
thinking only of my love for you
I may have been blinded from day one
closing my eyes from what was true
My whole heart I gave to you
Without a thought, without a doubt
I thought I knew your heart
Now I sit here and wait
thinking how easy love can break
All the wants I have
Cannot make this love last
it takes two hearts to stay as one
When one wanders and slips away
It leaves the other with an ache
more than one can take
Our love was Supposed last
Not let go and slip away this fast
Once I knew we were always
Now I sit here in my Shadows
waiting …listening now too what may follow…
The ending now in sorrow…
 
Whisper Dawn
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Smile And Love
 
Smile to your eyes
Love to your touch
All I want to do is
hold you so much
Your laughter makes my heart light
Your voice my life bright
To see you go about
no worries in your thoughts
you run free from all doubt
You trust with all heart
When I look at you I realize
You are me from inside.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Soft Is The Sound
 
Soft is the sound
   of your love letting me down
I would have thought
   with the heart running deep
   the noise would be so loud
but that is just what I hear
   inside of me rushing around
The look in your eyes
   is no longer there
Your touch on my hand
   is cold with no more care
Love is beyond what we thought
would always be
Soft is the sound of our love ending now.......
 
Whisper Dawn
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Son
 
One little boy
so full of life
the smile he gives me
the touch of his hand
words that he tells me
the most powerfull ever said
'Mommy, I love you! '
yes... He is my son.
 
Whisper Dawn
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Song
 
Once I knew a girl who started a song
then she realized it was way too long
At one time
she would have kept it going
letting it play without even knowing
Now that she looks back and watched it play
knowing that yeah- it wouldn't have stayed!
No-one knows when a new song will start
just have to go with it with an open heart
One by one the notes will play.....
    There its....... another song- for another day!
 
Whisper Dawn
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Spite
 
Anger
Spite
Trusting without
Lies staring at you
Red looking about
No this isn’t the way
Yes anger can make
Anyone sway
Suspicion
Deception
Runs around
Looking at every
Corner in the dark
Mind spinning
With all this doubt
Tight inside
Words spoken
With a fight
Loss of touch
Loss of mind
Letting up
A reason not
Able this time
Count on days
To come and go
Only to know
That yes
This is ANGER
Being held
Inside………………
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Sway
 
Sing a song... let’s move this along...
My life sways.. my mind tries to fade away
Even those words can’t make me stay
Not spoken of the heart
Not sure where to start
Truth you say... but your eyes look only to play
There are words told... that need to be bold
And then again.... when I’m close... silence is what you show most
Tell me now... show me how
That what I see.. is really what you want to be?
I won’t let go.... but I won’t say yes
Things unsure... are too big of a test
Even the strong can get their hearts wrong
This is my reason
To never get close
Too much trust... can cost much
Step on by... if all you want to do is tell lies
My life.. a heart broken... loves past token
Now move on... for this is now my song..
Even I know love can last for only so long...
Or show me the notes... the words to hear
That can prove me wrong...
That sometimes there can be a long lasting song
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Sweet......
 
Sing to me
this Song
Let me feel your love so strong
Tell me always and true
 it will be me and you...
Love can shine thru it all
never let us fall..
Hold us with your heart
loving me can not be wrong
for I have loved you for so long....
One thought I will always know
Loving you is mine too own..
feel the song you sing
I want it to always be for me......
 
Whisper Dawn
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Swept
 
Swept with anger
Mixed with thought
Now I know things really are not!
What you think nor what you know
Hold it inside within me
Yelling without sound
Trying to hold my head up high
When I really want to just lay down
Time and time again
I have dealt with this with no end
What more can I do
What more can I say
You are the one who gave it all away!
 
Whisper Dawn
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Sword
 
One by one
all is said and done
forgiviness can be pushed
so far
family is not it at all
shaken with such fury
knowing it only makes more worry
wraith and revenge
does not bring peace
nor will it ever bring any relief
blood is blood
though some deny
move on with it deep inside
hate can only be a word
do not let it be the sword
that ends your mind
free it up let go in your time
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Tell Me? ?
 
Tell me that things will turn ok
Tell me that these lies will go away
Tell me that nothing said is true
Make me want to really believe you
Jealousy makes the worst come out
Fear turns everything about
How can people be so mean?
Don’t they understand?
The confusion they bring
With the words they so
Uncarefully ring
As good as I want to see
That everything they say
Is just not meant towards me
Yet it hits like a rock
Straight to my heart
Callousness – disrespect
How can I look at it all
And make my mind not fall
I know this is their way
To try to bring us down
Hang on and let it ride through
Please someone up there
Help me too! !
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Test!
 
I wonder....how much can life test you with? ? ?
I wonder....is this the best its gonna get? ?
I think for some reason my life is getting set up.....
good or bad.....I don't see the outcome....
Surprises everyday.....scares always coming my way.....
have patience I tell myself....what else can go wrong.....
I know I have so much to be thankful for....these things I do thank God.....
but for some unknown reason only to him.....
he's pushing me.....I just hope I can hold up....for me and my Family.....
God if you are there....can I have a hint on what it is you see for me? ? ? ? ?
before I really break down into some kind of INSANITY! ! ! ! !
 
Whisper Dawn
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The Breeze
 
Listening to the sound of the night
Knowing everything is alright
The breeze touching my skin
Feels like the night is talking again
I look without needing to see
I know without needing to be told
That the love you have for me
Is forever mine to hold.
Our lives are now one, my heart is now yours.
You give me strength by just being by my side.
Together is for us, our life is our start
Forever we will never to be apart
For now we have love with both our hearts.
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The Dark
 
Look into the night
seeing the dark
feels like a picture of my heart
loving you without caution
letting my love show
wanting only one thing
for you to love me so
How do you not see it?
the look on my face
each time that you tell me
your heart is in another place
you say that you love me
Yet when I try...
all that you give me is nothing but lies.
 
Whisper Dawn
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The Field
 
The field we walk seems
never to stop
Different paths everywhere you turn
When one is yours to learn.
Left or right never wrong
Front or back either right
Walk the choice you
feel deep inside
Never doubt the way you go
The path we pick isn't
all we know
the way we walk thru it
Is our life that we are destined to Know.
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The Life
 
Lay down feel the surface push down
let it go so you will know
life isn't always this
there is always more to know
Push on, Move forward
your choice is always your own
Stand up, Break free
let go with no fight
The Circle is always going
on right
Take your place
Run with the pace
Let yourself in
Do not feel any fright
This is what we call LIFE.
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The Moon
 
The Moon moves up away
then you know she's here to stay
light too see with your heart
feel this force with all thought
Love the embrace you know is there
Smile to feel it every where
The Moon may seem all still and calm
yet inside there's much too feel
Shine down for this is so real.
 
Whisper Dawn
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The Rain
 
Wake up to the sound of rain
thinking of you with a heart full of pain
knowing your gone without a thought
wondering why I am left with an empty heart
Love burns and fades right before my eyes
remembering us now I know it was all lies
How I believed when you said you were true
now I know your love made me a fool
Now I see with eyes wide open	
letting go so my heart will heal
days will be slow
nights will be long
One day soon I know
I will be strong
the hurt cannot last - it has to let go
How else can I look at you
without this haze over my eyes
Sound of the rain to wash away.....
to wash away the lies.
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This Is Life! !
 
OK NOW I SEE
VERY SARCASTICALLY
LIFE CAN SEEM
SO DRASTICALLY
MOMENT TO MOMENT
SECONDS CAN SLIP
BEFORE YOU KNOW IT
EVERYTHING SEEMS BENT
LIFE IS LIFE
WHAT ELSE CAN YOU DO
WHEN IT IS COMING RIGHT AT YOU
TAKE A STEP FORWARD
THEN GET PUSHED ON BACK
KNOWING ALL THIS EFFORT
CAN BE JUST A SET BACK
YET IT MOVES
GLIDES ON BY
WITH NOT A CLUE
TO ANYONE'S EYE
THIS IS LIFE
WHAT WE GIVE
WHAT WE TAKE
DEPENDS ON YOU
NOT JUST FATE
TAKE A STEP
MOVE WITH SPEED
LIFE AT TIMES
GIVES YOU ALL YOU NEED
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Thunder
 
Sitting here not alone
Times like this makes you wonder
What the F! *#
Is causing this thunder
But then to think
Then to know
What it is
Is all for show
Time to move
And time to go
Here we are
Not of anger
Just shot through
With no luck to cover
Yet we look with pride
And make you all wonder
For fortune may not be here
too linger
we will always be here
to make the world Thunder! !
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Time
 
One day when I saw you
I couldn't believe how you knew
just from one look
words spoken right thru
One moment of time
One second out of life
From that time on
I knew you were mine
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To Begin! !
 
Thunder of life
Crushes with sound
Flashes of mistakes
Are always found
Move with care
I will always be here
Time does not go
Everything moves so slow
Look into the sky
Wish my life can move on by
As much as I move
As quick as  I try to catch
One look from above
And there’s my shove
Twist and turn
I most likely will get burned
Dizzy from the speed
What else do I need?
Holding my breath in tight
I look
Only I can’t find the light
Now I lay here in the dark
Feel my heart with its spark
The thunder comes again
Flashes of my life move in....
Now I hope and breath in
Hope its really my time to begin.
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To Live
 
Emotions become me
A lot more than they should
Letting go the anger
Let go of the past
Time to move is coming at last
One day at a time is what I am told
Yet when I wake up its still something I hold
Anger and upset is all that you give
Time for me to let go now and continue to Live.
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To Remain!
 
Do you see me
like I want to be seen
When I’m close to you
is it all me?
do you want me like
I want you….
The fire starts when
Your near…
Lingers more when
You disappear…
Do you feel it when
We get close
The tension that needs
More than words
To be spoken
The touch that I want
The love that I need
This is what I want you
To be for me….
Is that to much?
Would this be what is called passion and lust?
Can you see when you are near
That its you that I want for me.
Call me selfish …..call me vain
But you to me are the only one
I want in my heart to remain! !
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To The Sun
 
Look to the Sun
Feel of the light
Knowing you’re beside me
Thru this life
No words need be spoken
The touch of your hand
express' more than words can
The look in your eyes
The smile you give me
That feeling of undying love
The knowing of forever….
Look to the sun!
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Today
 
Today is a lifetime
your eyes shine with light
To look at your smile
one love from sight
Yesterday a beginning
hearts beat as one
the touch of your hand
the meaning of life
Tomorrow forever
a love without end.
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Told Me
 
You told me you could never...
I believed it was forever...
I thought it was always you and me
it all seemed like a breeze
Smiled like nothing could touch....
But wait....it did break with such....
Now I look with eyes wide open
Yes, I know my heart may be broken
But life goes on, the world still spins
Just so you will know....
Your not the only one who wins!
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Turn Away
 
Reflections I see
My mind tries not to scream
What I know
Isn’t always what is shown
Close my eyes
Don’t want to hear anymore lies
Turn away
Pretend its all okay
Refuse to look
Refuse to pass
Then I see
Right into the glass
Cracks appear
don’t want despair
I scream inside
Get out of my mind
Look away
For this is how my
Life plays…….
Wake up now
Grab hold tight
Let there please now be light
“Depression is what I fight.”
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Two Words
 
One word when I see you
A jump of the heart
The love of the begining
The feel of the start....
Two words for a life time
the look of forever...
Our hearts are begining
Love from the start
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Uplifted! !
 
I will talk
I will scream
Maybe my tears will
Come down like a stream
But no matter what is said
My life for now
Will be for me!
Time unspoken
Words spun around
Lift myself up from this ground!
I look up above
And I know
There is something
Always for me to know
Never a question
For when its there
Its no doubt
My life is now
My heart mended
My soul uplifted
My smile is mine
The laughter to hear
The sound so divine
Accepting it all
No longer going to fall
What can I say
How to explain
This is my shout
Love from above
Will always shine down!
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Walk Alone
 
Walk alone
No one to hear
Closed inside
I so want to hide
Run
Take it away
Time moves so slow
No more to say
What more is there to do
Look to the night
This is how I see
Even when its light
My dark holds tight
My life seems like this fight
Looking at both sides
What else can I see
Reaching out
Can’t shout
Who will hear
For I walk alone
There may be some light
But here my dark still holds me tight…..
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Was It All
 
Was it all
Such this way
Despair.
Sadness weakening
Madness hitting
My mind splitting
Beyond repair…
Life’s breath
Blowing away
How did I let it get this way
look and know
no matter which way I go
this grabs me inside
not wanting to let anything slide
I scream and I cry
But its still here
Holding on tight
I wish everything
Can be alright.
Blackness is in front of my eyes
No longer do I want to see all the lies
Peace may not be what this is
Yet when the dark is lifted
The pain comes crashing by
Strength is not what I seem to hold
This life seems so close for me to let go
One word I would love to hear,
One phrase to make it all clear
Yet I do not imagine to ever hear
Wordless shouts only come out
What I need is for you to hear
My soundless cries
The look in my eyes
What can I do…..
When no longer
Do I want see or even be
Close my eyes for all times.
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Was It Real
 
Once I Knew.....
without a word.
Once I Knew....
without a touch
Now I wonder was it Real
That look, those words
did it really mean the truth
did I really matter.
Your actions show it was never....
So tell me how can I love you forever.
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Who Knows!
 
Life moves beyond
Makes your thoughts
Linger out of control
One direction can be said
Then another can be led
What comes about?
May come around
Then you wonder
What was it all for?
Confusion
Is a giving
To say the words
And ask the questions
Full circle
Full life
What does it really mean
But making it without
To move with care
Slow if you dare
What are these thoughts
What is the meaning
Spoken aloud
Words so bold
I just don’t know
Life is this
Commotion
Confusion
And sometimes
So much combustion.
What does this mean?
Who knows
Words come out
Getting put down
And there you go
Just another poem! !
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Why I Care
 
You say you love me
Honest and true
But with what all you put thru
How can I believe you?
More than I want to
More than I care
What I really want is
For you to leave here
When I stop and think
Of all the past times
What was I doing!
I’m just listening to your lies!
Why do you do this time and time again
OR maybe I should ask myself
Why should I even care!
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Wish
 
Scared and don't know why
I want so much to feel
look out from inside
wish it could pass by
I want to look and know
through above and below
you will be there for me.
Love given without hesitation
soul mended without question
My eyes want to see
all I can keep
words run deeper than ever spoken
The ache of so much emotion
Scared to really open my eyes
Look and really know.....
My heart will not be flown
Keep it close to you
never let me go.
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With My Eyes
 
I sit here with my eyes closed
feeling this dark
is it inside me or rather there
and I'm blind because I don't want to know
My life seems to be moving so slow
I feel lost most of the time
just wanting to open my eyes
and find someone there just for me
why must it all seem so shaded inside
I need to let the feelings go
So many ifs, So many maybes
Can someone change for the right reasons
or is it all a myth
we all protray and carry in our last
hopes to live on our way.
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Without A Thought
 
There was a time when I knew
your heart without words
There was a time I felt
your love without thought
I looked and knew
your soul without asking.
 
Now I see the emptiness
with no caring
Our love is lost in the dark
My heart is gone with no words
our love is ended without thought
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Without Sound
 
Laughter your music
Smiles your song
The look you give more than
a thousand words long
The life you have so special and true
Innocent without knowing
trusting without asking
loving without question.
The ways of a child more precious
than knowing
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Wonder
 
Wonder why all the time
it felt like stings and pains
tears like rain
once I believed it was done
never would have thought I was alone
Time came by than I knew
Your words were nothing
but wind in the air
Enough to let my heart care
Games was all it was
Made me want to believe you
Once again...
I let myself go
time went by
then you showed that to you
I was only your fool
The right words, the right looks
and once again I got hooked....
Wonder why I let my heart go
now I know for you it was all for show.
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Words
 
Words that scream.....without a sound
words that say more than what was meant
We blame without thinking
we hurt each other without meaning
Caught in the middle
not knowing which way to go
Hard to say what we mean
Hard to say what we know
Words used as weapons to push away our love
Yet deep inside we know its not over
our pride just gets in the way
Not one to give in
Not one to show.... just keep going
hope it will let go
Before we realize,
before its too late
Stop and know words
can be spoken that hurt like a knife
Tear the heart and break the soul
Yet we both know inside that love is there
or maybe we just don't know how to let go.
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You Are Mine
 
The Day that I saw you
The love felt from my heart
I knew you were mine
Right from the start.
The touch of your skin
The look of your face
Gleam of your eyes
I knew you were mine.
Love without words
The moment I held you
Nothing could compare
The feelings I knew
You are my child
You have always had my Heart
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You Are.....
 
You are my smiles
my joy without sound
touch of all senses
this feeling I have fills everything in me
from the sound of your voice
to the blink of your eye
to that look that you give
My heart stops with each beat
filled to the limit
you are what I see
For every moment I have you
The world spins free.
Love without Question-
Mother and child.
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You Laugh
 
You laugh when I see you
Your smile just breaks my heart
Yet all I feel is all the love you have to give
You run with no care
Knowing I will always be there
I love to see you play
So innocent where ever you stay
Free spirit is what you are
My love is what I give
From my heart to yours
My Son, from the day you were born! ! !
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Your Glass
 
Smile for me
For I know I’m
Not what you expected
Me to be
Looking thru your glass
I’m not what I was in the past
Perfection you say...
It just never swayed my way
Broken it became
My mind is just not the same
I am not some picture
You really want to frame
I smile and laugh
I cry and get mad
Yes, even I can be sad!
Life for me is not
Really that bad!
Yet, here you are
Judging me from afar
What did you expect?
Me to just let you come in
Be the one
To not let anything show
Be your glass
Without any cracks
I am what I am
This no longer can get me down
The way you want me to seem
Is just not what I want to really be
I’ll be here like always
My smile right here
If you can’t understand
Then move on fast
For unlike you
I will not live in MY past! !
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Yours
 
You were the first
to know my heart
to touch my soul
your promise to me to always be here
your the one who knew without asking
to hold me without demanding
The look I see...
The feeling that I know...
all comes from you to me
yesterday our begining
today is for always...
your love from you is mine
My life for you is yours.
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